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Why not have an investigatien?
Why not seize this God-sent opportunity?

I * Why not give to the American people--the millions on millions of ruthlessly robbed relief
and restitution?

What does it matter, what can it matter, why should it matter who 'eaked," who "benefted,"
who should be punished?

The damage has been done. Tens of thousands of people have been brutally plundere'd and
for the, hundredth time; innocent men and women, citizens of the United States, whose only fault
was being caught in the devilishly devised trap of all-powerful easy-wealth hunters.

An investigation, a real investigation, will show completely, absolutely-

FIPST, That during the past two years billions and billions of bogus wealth has been
created.

SECOND, Created for the sole purpose of being used as a medium to rob millions of
people of their savings.

THIRD, Created by fraud and trickery, against which the people have no protection in
law or in custom.

FOURTH, That this fraud-made and trick-floated wealth is at the very foundation of the
people's prsent high cost of living desperation.

FIFTH, That the savings of the people deposited in Savings and National Banks, Trust
and Insurance Companies to the extent of billions of dollars have been removed and
in their place now are billions of this bogus wealth.

SIXTH, That on the days of the "leak" the selling value of this fraud-ma e w h in
the hands of scoies of thousands of innocent people who had been tric
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